JOHN LOUIS HOME DELUXE ADJUSTABLE DRAWER

IMPORTANT!
Do Not Return To Store

For missing parts, damaged parts, technical and assembly questions, please call:

1-800-480-6985
PARTS LIST

STEP 3
1. Separate Drawer slide by pressing up on the release clip located
inside drawer slide.
2. Insert drawer slide housing into adjustable tower guides on your deluxe
tower at desired location. NOTE: Holding the drawer in desired
location prior to securing drawer slide is recommended. Metal Drawer
Slide pins should be positioned inside adjustable tower guides. Rubber
stop on drawer slide should be positioned towards back wall.
3. Attach to tower side using #8 3/4” screw provided (FIG. 5).
4. Repeat steps for 2nd drawer slide.
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STEP 4
(2) 1” Screw

(8) 1/2” Wood Screw

(2) 1” Wood Screw

STEP 1
1. Screw cam bolts into pilot holes located on each drawer piece (FIG. 1).
2. Insert cam nuts into cam holes located on each drawer piece (FIG. 2).
(FIG. 1)

(FIG. 2)

NOTE: Two score marks on drawer side are for slide placement. This
allows for mixed drawer sizes in your deluxe tower. Determine which
mark to use by holding drawer in desired location.
1. Align center of screw holes on internal drawer slide with score mark on
side drawer. Release clip should be positioned towards drawer face.
2. Attach (1) 1/2” screw into vertical oval screw hole location. Attach
(1) 1/2” screw into horizontal oval screw hole location. (FIG. 6, FIG. 8).
3. Make sure drawer slide is flush with drawer face and level.
4. Repeat steps for 2nd drawer slide.
5. Insert drawer into tower slides (FIG. 7).
6. If necessary, modify drawer alignment by adjusting the slide on drawer
side using alignment screws (FIG.8)
7. Secure drawer slide on drawer side by attaching (2) 1/2 screws per side.
(FIG. 6)

(FIG. 7)

STEP 2
1. Attach drawer sides to drawer back. NOTE: Drawer bottom insert
guides should be facing inward and positioned toward drawer bottom
(FIG. 3).
2. Lock drawer sides to drawer back by turning cam nuts in clockwise
direction.
3. Slide Drawer bottom into guides.
4. Attach Drawer face to Drawer sides with drawer bottom inserted into
guide.
5. Attach drawer handle to drawer face with 1” screws provided(FIG. 4).
(FIG. 8)
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